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Google Intensifies Web Censorship.

A large movement of Independent, Libertarian, Right Wing, and
Truth Movement crowd funded content creators, who also
depend on Google Adsense revenues, has organically formed on
YouTube and it has a massive following. The “Alternative
Media”.

The arrogance of the Mainstream Media and the Globalists
during and after the 2016 Presidential Election only helped to
propel this movement forward. A large portion of the MSM’s
viewership turned away by media bias, and those who already
consume most of their news online, gravitated directly to
Alternative Media.

Since about Barack Obama’s second term, and reaching a
crescendo during the 2016 Presidential Election its viewership,
listenership, and readership has expanded formidably and now
rivals that of the Mainstream Media.
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This has the Globalists in a complete panic as they are watching
the ratings of their propaganda machine dwindle while the
ratings of people with video editing software and an internet
connection, a smart phone, or a webcam are exploding.

In a push to create a corporate policing entity over free speech
on the internet, tech giant Google has implemented new
measures for dealing with the rapid growth of Alternative
Media.

Content creators all across the spectrum of alternative media
are seeing their viewership numbers and Adsense revenue drop
literally over night. Google has been quietly using shadowy
tactics.

Removal of Anti-Globalist related search terms from
Google and Youtube search
Removing of videos from the “Trending Feed”, or prevent
videos from trending.
Thousands of subscribers to popular alternative media
YouTube channels are reporting that their subscribed
channel notifications are being turned off on their favorite
channels.
Thousands of content creators are reporting video,
website, and blog demonetization overnight.
YouTube claims they violated “TOS”, or claim that the topic
of the content is considered “not advertiser friendly”.
Several prominent content creators are reporting their
AdSense or AdRoll accounts are terminated without proper
explanation and no ability to overturn the decision.







The Mainstream Media however is not being limited in any way
even though they are covering the very same “Sensitive
Material” as some of these YouTube channels. Google is
attempting to prop up the Mainstream Media’s ratings and
revenue both on T.V. and Online while simultaneously becoming
the overseer of the Internet.

Google is pushing forward to become the internet police force
for the Globalists, squashing their opposition in hopes of stifling



the Populist/Nationalist movement from continuing to spread
globally which threatens their agenda to finish installing a
technocratic corporate global government.
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REPORT: GOOGLE CENSORS
‘HILLARY CLINTON HEALTH

PROBLEMS’ SEARCH RESULTS
Popular search engine accused of running cover for presidential

nominee

LEAKED DOCS: DAVID BROCK
CONSPIRES WITH FACEBOOK,

GOOGLE TO SHUT DOWN
CONSERVATIVE MEDIA

SOROS FUNDS GOOGLE TO STOP
POPULIST LE PEN

Google launches “CrossCheck” in France to censor pro-Le Pen
news
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TOP SECRET AMERICA: GOOGLE
LAUNCHES COVER UP OF

‘GOOGLE SPIES’ STORY
REPORT: YOUTUBE HAS QUIETLY BEGUN “CENSORING”

JOURNALISTS WHO CRITICIZE GOVERNMENT

For Google’s Data Wars, It All Comes Down to Location

GOOGLE TO ALLOW CENSORSHIP
OF BLOGGER CONTENT

Tech giant wants its puppets placed inside FCC

The Internet’s largest ad network won’t support sites that show
what happened at Abu Ghraib—but company reps say they’re

only enforcing the rules.

News Corp chief: Orwellian
algorithms of Google and Facebook

put us on ‘slippery slope of
censorship’

Is Google Censoring Search Results To Protect Hillary?
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Google to Allow ‘Brand Safety’ Monitoring by Outside Firms,
Alphabet unit offers new tools to marketers after ads ran

alongside objectionable content

https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-to-allow-brand-safety-monitoring-by-outside-firms-1491256676?mod=e2tw
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